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1_There are four disadvantages to flexibility, what are they?

2_Explain Roman law?

3_Explain, what happens in the early empire in Roman?

4_What is mean Renaissance? 

5_Explain French law 

6_What is Islamic law?

7_ what is mean  Legislation?

8_What is the importance of legislation?

9_We have three principal reasons in legislation, what are they?



1!



What are the differences between law and religion ?
A- Law is temporal and positive religion is divine .
B- Religion is wider in scope than law.
C- Some religions include rules similar to those any positive system of law such as the law of 
personal status in most Islamic countries.

What are the differences between law and morals?
A- Morals are wider in scope than law.
B- Encroachments upon law raise positive sanction while rules of morals have a social 
sanction.
C- law aims to keeping order in society and attaining justice while morals pushing man 
towards perfection.

2-Law, Religion and Morals 



What are point should be take when we make comparison between law and moral?

A_ Law and Morals must necessarily coincide either.

B_ Law and Moral each enjoys in his own realm.

C_Law and moral resolve question of validity in it is own sphere



3- The Necessity of low 

1- What did Augustine believed about the necessity of la?

Augustine believed that state law and coercion were not themselves sinful .But, 
were part of the divine order to restraining human to sin. 

Augustine assert that law was natural necessity to curb man’s sinful nature. 

2-What is modern period in law reflected?

The Modern period from 17th century onwards, marked by the rise science and technology  
by the ideology of human progress.

The social evolution of man could be left to free play of economic forces (Laissez 
Faire)carried with it the government and law is evil. 



4-Law and society
How can we describe the necessity of the law in the primitive and the complex societies?

In any society whether primitive or complex it will necessary to have rules which 
lay down .

The conditions under which men and women may mate and live together, rules 
governing family relationship and exclusion of acts which are regarded as to 
welfare of the family  



Assignment

1_ What are the figurative senses of the term law?

2_How can be describe man either or at best of good and bad?

3_ What the anarchist view point about the necessity of law?

4_what was the 19th century represented?
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